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LEO the Maker Prince teaches children (both young and old) about 3D printing by following
Carla and LEO's journey through Brooklyn. LEO is a walking, talking robot who has the magical
ability to to print (in plastic) any object that Carla draws. The other robots have their own special
capabilities: H1-H0 prints in metal, Sinclair-10 can find and print objects from a huge catalog of
designs, and the others (including AL1C3-D, IRIS-7, and NiXie) have unique talents, too.
Readers can come along for the journey, too: all of the objects in the book are printable one way
or another.

3D Printing Insights from Author Carla Diana- Interesting artifacts and textures sometimes
emerge as a byproduct of the 3D printing process. The cover letters for LEO were the result of a
"happy accident." A print of some standard extruded lettering was stopped halfway through, and
the letterforms that emerged were more unique than what we had originally designed. People
often ask us what typeface it is and we love describing how it was formed from a print that's
halfway done.- By printing a hollow piece and then pausing the printer halfway through, you can
take advantage of "throw-ins" to give an object special properties. For example, magnets or
metal parts can be thrown in to make your pieces stick together. In LEO, we used rice as a throw-
in to make a shaker instrument.- The 3D modeling software Rhino has a plugin for Python
scripting that allows people to use code to generate forms based on algorithms. For example,
the jewelry that the character Stephanie creates is based on mathematical spirals.- It's fun to
experiment with different polishes to change the surface of 3D-printed parts. Acetone (the same
thing that's in nail polish remover) can be brushed on the surface of an ABS or PLA print to make
it smooth and shiny.- When 3D-printing food, it's important to design for two-and-a-half
dimensions: This means a 3D object where higher layers do not hang above lower layers in the
3D print. This helps you avoid sagging.About the AuthorCarla Diana is a designer, author and
artist who enjoys living as close to the near future as possible. In her studio she works on future-
specting projects that bring robotics and sensor technologies to everyday life, creating smart
objects that can charm and surprise. She has taught at several universities, including the
Georgia Institute of Technology, where she was creative director for the iconic humanoid robot,
Simon. Carla is also a Fellow at the innovation design firm Smart Design where she oversees the
Smart Interaction Lab. She writes and lectures extensively on the subject of creative technology,
and her January 2013 New York Times Sunday Review article, “Talking, Walking Objects”, is a
good representation of her view of our robotic future.
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Steven M. Johnson, “A first-rate book!. Don't be misled by the average number of stars; it was
lowered because of two complaints about formatting of the Kindle version.Carla's book serves
as my first, quick introduction to the emerging technology of 3D printing. Though the book's
layout, art and storybook text are clearly aimed at readers in the 5-8 year age bracket, anyone
reading this book can get a quick, cheerfully-expressed, and fun introduction to 3D printing by
reading this book. I have personally watched the enthusiastic adoption of 3D printing by non-
professionals while attending THE MAKER FAIRE over the past few years, and am sure this is a
huge trend that is only in its infancy.Carla Diana is multi-talented and her artwork, text and object
design display her curiosity and sense of humor beautifully.”

Tricia Margeson, “A wonderful book!. Everything I know about 3D printing I learned from reading
this book. Seriously. I am not a techie. I loved learning all about the developments in the field of
3D printing. The book is a celebration of technology, set within a lovely story of friendship
between an accountant and a robot. A great read for any age. My kids are 3 and 5 and are still
on the young side for it, but they enjoyed the artwork, the objects and of course the robots. My 9
year old goddaughter couldn't put the book down.  I highly recommend this to all.”

ThomF, “Entertaining - and a Great Link to the Journeys of 3D Printing. I ordered this for my
grandson, but had it delivered to my house first. I thoroughly enjoyed it! Great for young kids to
adults to explain the potential of 3D printing - in a very entertaining way. I just placed an order for
a second book and plan on sending them to grandkids, along with a 'printed' lamb - which is
prominently featured in the book.I'm sure they will enjoy it.The 3D model of the lamb is available
on the internet in Thingiverse.”

Beth Fettig, “Awesome book!. This book is inventive, smart, topical and fun.I love that this book
could get the next generation interested in 3D printing, crafting, maker/hackerspaces and
inventing. Woot!This book may be for older kids, but my 5-year-old enjoyed it if I just read a little
bit at a time.I actually bought this for my 32-year-old boyfriend for Christmas and he loved it too -
showed it all around at our local hackerspace. Everyone thought it was super neat!”

jaymes, “Great Introduction to 3D Printing Technologies for Kids and Adults!. This book is a fun
and educational tour through the exciting world of 3D printing.With a nod to Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry, a tale about a girl becomes an exploration of many different types of 3D printing
technologies and applications.This is a great book for kids and adults who are fascinated by the
wide open possibilities of 3D printing technologies.I read it with my niece who is obsessed with
3D printing and we loved it.”

Zhang Xiaoxiao, “Great content Bad kindle edition. I love 3D printing and believe the book



content is great.But I bought the kindle edition which there are problems with formatting.Can
Amazon fix it please?!”

Sam Betts, “Literally a must buy!. Literally a must buy for anyone interesting in 3D printing of any
age! Great to get kids involved in the making world.”

A.C., “Great intro to 3D printing. Wonderful intro to 3D printing for both children and adults. We
can't wait to print some of the models ourself.”

Client d'Ebook Library, “love this <3. Parfait pour comprendre les enjeux de l'impression 3D :
pour les petits mais c'est un ouvrage intéressant pour toute la famille ! :)”

The book by Wilpen L. Gorr has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 22 people have provided feedback.
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